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1956 to 1962 Heater Blower Motor Seized - How to Repair
Rich Mozzetta and Dave Zuberer

Link to Thread at NCRS TDB

A few days ago a thread began regarding oiling these motors (Link to earlier thread at NCRS TDB). The front
(drive) shaft is easily accessible from the outside, but not the rear. Typically the rear shaft gets seized to the
bronze oil-lite bushing. Gene Mano gave me an idea after he successfully repaired a motor from a C2 years
ago. So deciding I needed a new challenge, I took this old motor out of the box that my friend gave me and
gave it a try. I think I'll pass it back to him for fun.

Before

http://www.ncrs.org/forums/showthread.php?112367-1956-to-1962-Heater-Blower-Motor-Seized-How-to-Repair
http://www.ncrs.org/forums/showthread.php?112322-How-to-lube-heater-blower-motors-in-C1s-amp-C2s
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The start of “after”

The bronze bushing was frozen on the shaft and came out with the armature. The inside of the case was
pretty messy as you can see above. Top photo: bushing retainer cover in place after I had to “yank” the seized
bushing out with the armature; middle and lower photos: retainer cover removed after grinding out the spot
welds with a cut-off wheel in my Dremel tool.

Bushing and armature
pulled out of spring
retainer.
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Using a tip from Gene Mano (for a C2
motor) I was able to grind the spot
welds that hold the bushing spring-
plate retainer “cover” to the rear case.
At right you can see the welds that hold
the retainer. Below (middle) you can
see the retainer cover after it was cut
out and then later cleaned up with
blasting. The series of six photos below
show the components of the rear
housing bushing mounting parts.
Spring-plate retainer, felt oil wick,
retainer “cover”, bronze bushing and
the assembled retainer, felt and busing
shown from both sides.



Freeing the bushing from the motor shaft:
The bushing was freed from the shaft by spraying it with Freeze-Off Super Penetrant for about
4

Both ends of the shaft were cleaned up with fine-grit paper
(see armature photos below) and the fit of the bushing was
tested on both ends.

20 seconds. Note: the bushing was held in padded jaws in the vice.
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Cleaning up the armature:

The armature was cleaned up by chucking the shaft in my lathe and gently applying the fine-grit sandpaper
against the copper windings and the shafts while the assembly was spinning.

Cleaned-up armature and
bushing ready for reassembly
later.
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The cleaned-up armature was
tested using my old reliable
armature tester. I use my
Growler to test the armature
after the commutator clean-up.
This tests for opens or shorts in
the windings and shorts to the
armature case. The hack saw
blade is part of the test. If it
vibrates as the armature is
manually turned on its axis it has
found a fault in the windings.
This one tested fine. Other tests
include commutator point-to-
point opens and shorts to
case/ground tests. Those can be
done with a test meter as well.
This growler has a built it test
light (top photo) so I use that.



The brush holder was
cleaned up with CRC
Lectra-Motive electric
parts cleaner.
I also made new studs
to mount the brush
plate to the housing by
grinding some round-
head machine screws
to look like the original
flat headed mounting
7

studs (4 lower photos).

RMS
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After priming, the two halves of the motor case were painted with Dupli-Color Semi-Gloss
Black (DA 1603).
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In the series of photos above, you can see the order of reassembly of the rear motor case, felt “washer”,
bushing, spring-plate retainer and retainer cover in the rear motor case. The retainer cover was located in its
original configuration and then glued in place with epoxy. The assembly was clamped in place with a 1 and
1/16th inch socket while the epoxy was allowed to fully cure.

1-1/16th

socket



All components
cleaned up and
ready for
reassembly.

rear bushing was oiled.

After oiling the felt w
two halves of the cas
together to check the
armature shaft in the
photos below).
Oiling the felt washer
The felt washer around the
10

around the front bushing

ashers, the
e were fitted
free play the
bushings (see
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I used the green tape on the shaft to show me the free play after I made a fiber washer of the correct
thickness for the front shaft by sanding down on a flat table a 5/16th piece I had on hand in order get the
proper amount of free-play. I had to trim a ¾ washer down to about ½ inch.

“Thinned” fiber washer
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The cleaned-up
brush plate was
installed with
the four “studs”
prepared earlier
and they were
trimmed off to
appropriate
length. The
brushes were
test fitted and
then the springs
were placed in
the brush
holders. Finally,
a brush spreader
tool was used to
pull back the
brushes so the
armature could
be inserted into
the bushing.

New motor lead for
connection to the
heater blower switch.
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I made up a new brown motor lead for connection with blower-motor switch in the console panel. The old
one was pretty beat up. I salvaged the spade connector and then stripped the new brown wire appropriately
on both ends. The “tinned” end of the lead was soldered to the brush contact in the rear housing.
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Finally, the two halves of the motor were mated back together complete with the new brown lead for
connection to the heater blower-motor switch.
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Here is the finished product. In the upper left photo you can see the four “rivet studs” fabricated to mount
the brush assembly. The lower photos show the completely refurbished motor from several viewpoints.


